Maintenance of parquet floors

The surface of your parquet floor has been treated in our factory to prevent impurities and dust from penetrating into the
wood.
Maintenance begins with proper prevention: place bristle-rug type doormats both inside and outside the house to retain gravel
and sand, and felt pads under the furniture to avoid scratches. In order to maintain your hardwood floor more effectively, proceed as follows: completely remove all dust with a vacuum cleaner (with a special brush suitable for parquet floors) or dust
map.
Specific maintenance for lacquered parquet
Clean the parquet with a cloth soaked in clear water, to which you have added a special detergent for lacquered parquets,
then thoroughly wring out.
♦ To restore gloss to your parquet, use special polish for lacquered parquet floors. For matt lacquered parquets, use matt polish
(avoid using polishing or metallising products).
♦ Every five to ten polish applications, it is recommended to use a special stripping agent aimed at eliminating old layers of polish.
♦

NEVER USE EXCESS WATER WHEN CLEANING YOUR PARQUET FLOOR. THOROUGHLY WRING OUT CLOTHS AND SPONGES
SEVERAL TIMES.
To remove specific stains
♦ Fruit, fruit juice,beverages, coffee, tea,milk,blood, urine:with a cloth or sponge, rinsed in water and thoroughly wrung out.
♦ Chocolate, wax, greases, oils: with a thoroughly wrung out cloth and a small amount of detergent.
♦ Printing and pen ink, shoe polish, lipstick, tar: use methanol (white spirit) or methylated spirit.
Specific maintenance for oiled parquet
Oiled parquet needs a regular and adapted care, the frequency is directly linked to the use of the room. After the fitting, it’s
possible to apply a thin film of maintenance oil.
♦ For routine cleaning: Use the 100% natural soap from BerryAlloc which is ideal for cleaning oiled wood floors thoroughly and
boosting their protection.
♦ For regular maintenance to renew the protective layer of oiled parquet: apply the BerryAlloc maintenance oil.
Important: water is wood’s worst enemy.
Contact your dealer for further advice on suitable cleaning products. In any case follow cleaning agent instructions provided by
the manufacturer.

For the complet maintenance instructions: www.berryalloc.com

